Payment Office Monitoring Service (POMSTM)

armcor's Payment Office Monitoring Service (POMS™) for DFAS is an automated subscription service that
continuously tracks all DoD contractor invoice details and provides convenient notification of any changes to
status or content. POMS for DFAS helps defense contractors identify potentially costly invoice delays and other
problems immediately and increases the reliability of collections forecasts.
POMS for DFAS picks up where other tracking options leave off: WAWF stops tracking invoices after they are

transmitted to DFAS. myInvoice requires constant manual interaction and analysis. Other systems update
infrequently, cover only some contracts, and relay incomplete data.
Companies that already track their DoD invoices diligently will find POMS for DFAS faster, more thorough,
and more reliable than their current processes—for a fraction of the cost.
Companies with no invoice monitoring system in place will see an immediate reduction in collections
problems and the hours spent solving them. Days Sales Outstanding figures will improve within months.
POMS for DFAS is available as a free trial subscription. No installation is required and there is no disruption to

any systems or procedures currently in use. Subscribers may cancel at any time during the trial without any
obligation or charge.
After the free trial period, companies that bill no more than 10 DFAS invoices per month may opt for the free,
weekly POMS Basic service. More frequent billers and those requiring more than weekly monitoring can
continue with a paid POMS Premium subscription for a fee of just $6.65 to $15.11 for a typical Net 30 invoice,
depending on billing volume and monitoring frequency selected. armcor factoring and ARM clients receive
POMS Premium at no charge.
POMS subscription services for other agencies are in development now and will be made available soon.

Visit http://www.payofficemonitor.com or call 1 (800) 873-4161 for further information.
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